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We are going to play in the snow, 
are you coming?

Embrace the enchanting magic of the North with 
us. Designed to spark imagination and adventure, 
our Arctic Life collection transports children to 
a realm of polar exploration. From polar bears 
to reindeer, traditional Sámi sledges to modern 
snowmobiles, our range celebrates the beauty and 
magic of the frozen wilderness. Let your little ones 
embark on an exciting journey filled with snow-
covered fun and Arctic-inspired thrills. Join us as we 
create unforgettable moments in a playground where 
frosty dreams come to life!



	 The	Sámi	People	of	the	Arctic	Circle

 The Sámi are the only indigenous people formally recognized in Europe. The 
Sámi land, called Sápmi, extends almost entirely north of the Arctic Circle across the 
national borders of Norway, Sweden, Finland and the Kola peninsula in Russia. The Sámi 
language roots are Uralic, which means the original Sámi people came to the current 
areas along the river Volga from the middle and upper Volga region. Sámis have lived 
in the Fennoscandia for around 3500 years and they currently have an estimated total 
population of about 70,000 in the Sápmi region. 
 The Sámi are best-known for semi-nomadic reindeer herding. But they also 
pursue a veriety of livelihoods, including coastal fishing, fur trapping and sheep herding. 
Sámis are often divided by occupation and area of living to Sea Sámi, Forest Sámi, City 
Sámi and Mountain Sámi. Sea Sámi live along the coast and mainly live off of fishing. The 
Mountain Sámi only make up about 10% of the Sámi and they are the ones who herd 
reindeer. Forest Sámi who traditionally lived by combining fishing in inland rivers and 
lakes with small-scale reindeer-herding. And City Sámi who are now probably the largest 
group of Sámi. 
 The Sámi have for centuries, even today, been the subject of discrimination and 
abuse by the dominant cultures in the nations they have historically inhabited. They 
have never been a single community in a single region of Sápmi, which until recently was 
considered only a cultural region.
 To make up for past suppression, the authorities of Norway, Sweden and Finland 
now make an effort to build up Sámi cultural institutions and promote Sámi culture and 
language. And we in Tiptiptap also want to contribute with this playground series. 

Sápmi borders according to the 
subdivision of Sámi dialects

Sami culture is closely intertwined with the 
Arctic environment and its ecosystems. 

Learning about Sami traditions and 
practices fosters environmental awareness 

and respect for nature. Children gain 
insight into sustainable living practices 

and the importance of preserving natural 
resources for future generations.
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0.08m1.99m 1.74m0.00m4+y

AW33 / AW34
Activity wall reindeer OXO and 3-in-row

AW33 Tic-Tac-Toe Reindeer AW34 Three-in-Row Reindeer

Description
Interactive reindeer shaped activity walls: AW33 with tic-tac-toe and AW34 with three-in-
row game. Games help children learn cognitive skills like strategic thinking and problem-
solving skills while also providing entertainment and social interactions. 

Material
Shape is made of 15 mm HDPE and 5mm transparent plexiglas. Product’s frame and ground 
fixings are made of hot-dip galvanized and powder coated metal and as standard solution it 
is concreted into the ground.

Did you know...
that both male and female 

reindeer grow antlers, 
making them unique among 

deer species.
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VL64
Spring swing TRADITIONAL SNOWSLED

Description
Spring swing SNOWSLED is a 4-seat spring swing shaped like a traditional snowsled pulled 
by reindeer. With seats in the front and back, it lets kids swing together, which teaches kids 
cooperation and how to move the swing at various speeds and directions. Swinging helps 
kids develop balance, improves their fitness, and lets them have fun. 

Material
The springs are made of galvanized and powder coated steel. All panels are made from 
15mm HDPE plastic. Handle is made from stainless steel. Platform has two layers – lower 
layer is made of waterproof plywood and top layer of HDPE. Shape is made of 15 mm 
HDPE. Product’s ground fixings are made of hot-dip galvanized metal and as standard 
solution it is concreted into the ground.

1.13m2.02m 1.15m0.73m1 y

Did you know...
that traditional reindeer sleds 

or “pulks” were crafted with 
wooden frames, reindeer hides 

and bones. Modern ones are 
made with fiberglass, nylon and 

aluminum tubing.
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TKR608
Activity track REINDEER TRAIL 1 y 0.73m 13.47m 1.49m 2.21m

Description
Balance and activity track REINDEER TRAIL includes a balance net, balancing steps shaped 
like leaves, a slackline, and a 4-seat spring swing shaped like a traditional snowsled pulled 
by reindeer. The reindeer have activity boards on them like tic-tac-toe and three-in-row. 
The first two reindeer are surrounded by metal poles in different heights that makes an 
impression like they are in a forest. 

Material
Green posts and springs are made of hot-dipped galvanized and powder coated steel. 
Slackline posts are made from powder-coated aluminum. All fixing accessories from 
stainless steel. All panels are made of 15 mm HDPE. Leaf shaped steps are made from 
painted laminated wood. Balancing net and slackline are made of 16 mm six-strand PES 
cover braided steel rope. The net has pressed aluminum connectors. Product’s ground 
fixings are made of hot-dip galvanized metal and as standard solution it is concreted into 
the ground.
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3.62m0.59m4.08m1.00m

LM506
Embankment slide HUSKY

Description
Slope slide HUSKY is a 1.5 metre high slide with a platform, suitable for slopes. Huskies 
are essential to Arctic culture due to their remarkable endurance, versatility, and 
historical significance in aiding transportation and survival in harsh Arctic environments. 
This adorable slide has a husky design that captures the spirit and energy of this beloved 
breed. With its perky ears, friendly face, and bushy tail, it’s an irresistible invitation to play.

Material
Product frame, support beams and metal details are made of hot-dipped galvanized steel, 
all fixing accessories from stainless steel. All side panels are made of 15 mm HDPE. The 
slide has got a stainless-steel sliding surface, which can be replaced by HDPE in case 
requested. Product’s ground fixings are made of hot-dip galvanized metal and as standard 
solution it is concreted into the ground.

1y

Did you know...
that huskies are renowned 

for their exceptional stamina 
and endurance, which enables 

them to travel hundreds of 
kilometers in a single journey.
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Description
Slope slide FOX is a 1.5 metre high slide with a platform, suitable for slopes. Shaped like 
a arctic fox looking into the sky.

Material
Product frame, support beams and metal details are made of hot-dipped galvanized 
steel, all fixing accessories from stainless steel. All side panels are made of 15 mm HDPE. 
The slide has got a stainless-steel sliding surface, which can be replaced by HDPE in 
case requested. Product’s ground fixings are made of hot-dip galvanized metal and as 
standard solution it is concreted into the ground.

LM501AR
Embankment slide ARCTIC FOX

1 y 1.00m 3.8m 0.60m 3.55m
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VL63
Spring swing CARIBOU

Description
CARIBOU is a 1-seat spring swing shaped like a reindeer. Swinging helps kids develop 
balance, improves their fitness and lets them have fun. Kids can swing either backwards-
forwards or the other way around. The swing is equipped with handles and leg supports.

Material
The springs are made from galvanized and powder coated steel. Animal shape is made 
of 15mm HDPE. Product’s ground fixings are made of hot-dip galvanized metal and as 
standard solution it is concreted into the ground.

1 y 0.46 m 0.94 m 0.38 m 0.83 m
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Description
RABBIT is a 1-seat spring swing shaped like a rabbit. Swinging helps kids develop balance, 
improves their fitness and lets them have fun. Kids can swing either backwards-forwards or 
the other way around. The swing is equipped with handles and leg supports.

Material
The springs are made from galvanized and powder coated steel. Animal shape is made 
of 19mm HDPE. Product’s ground fixings are made of hot-dip galvanized metal and as 
standard solution it is concreted into the ground.

1 y 0.46 m 0.84 m 0.38 m 0.94 m

VL56AR
Spring swing WHITE RABBIT
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0.93m3.40m 1.25m0.81m2y

KK3
Spring swing ATLANTIC PUFFINS

Description
See-saw PUFFIN looks like 4 puffins. This product helps toddlers develop cooperation skills 
and offers a fun group activity. The see-saw is equipped with seats for max 8 children, but 
thanks to its springs it also works well with fewer or even just the one kid swinging on it. 
Both seats fit two kids facing one another who can hold on to special pipe handle.

Material
The springs are made from galvanized and powder coated steel. Animal shape is made of 
15 and 19mm HDPE. Product’s ground fixings are made of hot-dip galvanized metal and as 
standard solution it is concreted into the ground.
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0.32m1,30m 0.87m0.53m1y

VL66
Sping swing SNOW OWL

Description
SNOW OWL is a 2-seat spring swing shaped like a snowy owl. Kids can sit at either end 
of the see-saw. Swinging helps kids develop balance, improves their fitness and lets them 
have fun. Kids can swing either backwards-forwards or the other way around. The swing is 
equipped with handles and leg supports.

Material
The springs are made from galvanized and powder coated steel. Animal shape is made 
of 19mm HDPE. Product’s ground fixings are made of hot-dip galvanized metal and as 
standard solution it is concreted into the ground.
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KK1
See-saw SEAL

2 y 0.90 m 3.66 m 0.52 m 0.81 m

Description
Fun and unique see-saw SEAL is designed so that if one end goes up, the other goes down. 
Thanks to the springs fitted near the pivot point, kids can also use it on their own. The 
realistic-looking seal shape forms a seat and it is equipped with handles and leg supports.

Material
The beam of see-saw is made of 2 painted laminated timber beams. Mechanism and springs 
are made from galvanized and powder coated steel. Seals are made of 15 mm HDPE. 
Product’s ground fixings are made of hot-dip galvanized metal and as standard solution it is 
concreted into the ground.
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Description
Fun and unique see-saw, WOLVES, where the wolves howl towards the moon, is designed 
so that if one end goes up, the other goes down. Thanks to the springs fitted near the pivot 
point, kids can also use it on their own. The realistic-looking shape of wolves forms a seat 
and is equipped with handles and leg supports.

Material
The beam of see-saw is made of 2 painted laminated timber beams. Mechanism and springs 
are made from galvanized and powder coated steel. Wolves are made of 15 mm HDPE. 
Product’s ground fixings are made of hot-dip galvanized metal and as standard solution it is 
concreted into the ground.

0.96m3.87m0.52m0.84m2y

KK2AR
See-saw ARCTIC WOLVES

Did you know...
that Arctic wolves are larger 
than their gray counterparts. 
They have muscular bodies 
and strong jaws well-suited for 
hunting in the icy habitats. 
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3.60m7.60m 5.60m2.15m4y

LM507
Water slide WHALE

Description
Fun and unique slide for water, WHALE, where the whale is holding it’s tail up, is designed 
so that you can climb on top on the 2.15m platform and slide into the water below. Thanks 
to the climbing stones on the side, the kids can also climb on the side panels also. 

Material
Product frame, support beams, fixing accessories and metal details are made of seawater 
proof stainless steel. All side panels are made of 15 mm HDPE. The slide has got a stainless-
steel sliding surface, which can be replaced by HDPE in case requested. Product’s ground 
fixings is a large metal frame that is not attached to the ground. The construction can be 
removed from the water with crane during winter when the sea freezes. 

Did you know...
that Arctic is home to several 
species of whales, including 
the bowhead whale, beluga 
whale, narwhal, humpback 
whale and gray whale.
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MM115
Playhouse NORDIC TENT

Description
In the lovely tent-shaped playhouse inspired by the Nordic region, children can play various 
games and shelter from the rain, wind and sun. The circle-shaped bench encourages 
face-to-face interaction among children. Collaborative activities conducted around a 
circle bench, such as group discussions, storytelling, or cooperative games, can promote 
teamwork and cooperation among children. 

Material
The main structure and bench are made of weatherproof painted laminated timber, the 
wall panels of 15mm HDPE plastic. 

3.58m4.11m 2.84m0.33m1y

Did you know...
that Sami tents are 

designed light and portable 
but also strong anough to 

be able to withstand harsh 
Arctic conditions.
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1.81m0.78m 1.04m0.45m1y

MM134
Spring swing SUBMARINE

Description
Take your Arctic adventures on a deep underwater expedition with spring swing 
SUBMARINE where kids can bounce their way through icy seas without getting frostbite, 
and the only danger is getting caught in a giggling whirlpool of fun!

Material
Barrel is rotomolded PE plastic. Illuminator is vacuum formed transparent PC plastic. All 
other plastic details are CNC-cut HDPE plastic. All fixing details are stainless steel. Metal 
details are hot-dip galvanized and powder coated. Product is on 4-way rubber suspension 
springs. Product’s ground fixings are made of hot-dip galvanized metal and as standard 
solution it is concreted into the ground.

Did you know...
that under ice navigation 

requires specialized equipment 
for ice detection, mapping, 
surfacing and icebreaking. 
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0.46m1.10m0.45m0.46m4y

PV016
Balance stand on springs SURFY

Description
Fun and unique balance stand on spring SURFY is designed like a snowboard or surfboard. 
Kids can practise balancing like a pro snowboarder. 

Material
The suftboard is made of slip-proof 19mm rubber coated HDPE platic. Mechanism and 
springs are made from galvanized and powder coated steel. Product’s ground fixings are 
made of hot-dip galvanized metal and as standard solution it is concreted into the ground.

Did you know...
that snowboarding made 

its Olympic debut at the 
1998 Winter Games in 

Nagano, Japan.
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1.77m5.27m 2.74m1.50m3+

LM508
Slide POLAR BEAR

Description
Ever wanted to slide into a bear hug? Well, now you can with our playground slide shaped 
like a polar bear, where every descent is a ‘beary’ exciting adventure! The polar bear shaped 
play structure has elements like ramp with climbing elements, ladder, climbing walls on 
either side, a 1m wide and 1,2m high slide and a fireman’s pole. 

Material
The platform and ramp are made of slip-proof 19mm rubber coated HDPE platic. Product 
frame, ladder, fireman’s pole and safety rails are made of hot-dipped galvanized and 
powder coated steel, all fixing accessories from stainless steel. All side panels and climbing 
grips are made of 15 mm HDPE. The slide has got a stainless-steel sliding surface, which 
can be replaced by HDPE in case requested. Product’s ground fixings are made of hot-dip 
galvanized metal and as standard solution it is concreted into the ground.

Did you know...
that polar bears can 

grow up to 3m long and 
weight up to 1000kg.
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5.91m5.74m 2.94m1.80m3y

RS214
Climbing structure
SNOW CRAB

Description
Climbing structure SNOW CRAB is shaped like a crab that is found in the cold northern 
regions. Accessing the crab from the back, it starts with balancing on a plate with spring 
and the climbing up a wobbly rubber belt ramp with climbing grips and ends with a slide 
that looks like the crabs pincher claws on their frontmost pair of legs. The middle pair of 
legs hold two vertical nets and next to them two ladders with curved rungs. The crab also 
has a control system hidden under the platform - can the massive crab be a robot instead? 
Who knows... let the kids imagination run wild on this amazing playground structure. 

Material
The platforms are made of slip-proof 19mm rubber coated HDPE platic. Posts are made 
from powder coated aluminium. Rungs and springs are made from galvanized and powder 
coated steel. All fixing accessories from stainless steel. All side panels are made of 15 mm 
HDPE. The slide has got a stainless-steel sliding surface, which can be replaced by HDPE 
in case requested. Rubber belt is made of 11mm PAH free rubber mat with textile inlay. 
Product’s ground fixings are made of hot-dip galvanized metal and as standard solution it is 
concreted into the ground.

Did you know...
that snow crabs are primarily 
found in the northern regions 

of the Atlantic and Pacific 
Oceans, particularly in cold, 

deep waters.
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